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CITPS’ S CHINA MISSION IN JUNE, 2019

 All-around Matchmaking with 2nd CIIE

 Carrying out in-depth economic and

trade exchange with all walks of life

both in China and Canada

Last year, as the authorized exhibition invitation provider in British Columbia and

Yukon of Canada for the first China International Import Expo (CIIE), CITPS

successfully fulfilled all tasks and was highly praised by the organizing committee

and people from all walks of life. This year, being granted again the authorized

exhibition invitation provider in British Columbia and Yukon of Canada for the

second China International Import Expo (CIIE), CITPS are honored to continue to

serve China International Import Expo Bureau and the exhibitors in British Columbia

and Yukon of Canada.

At present, the preliminary work of registration and approval for 2nd CIIE has come to

an end, and we now have the initial framework of exhibitor team. The number of

successful exhibitors has increased slightly, and the total exhibition area of the team

has exceeded that of the 1st CIIE.



Along with the deepening of the organizing work for 2nd CIIE, in order to do a better

job, in early June, Jeannie Cheng, President of CITPS, and Xu Zhiqiang, manager of

working committee, visited theleaders of British Columbia International Trade Office

in North China, Ministry of Commerce, Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of the State

Council and All-China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese in Beijing, and they

exchanged views on how overseas Chinese support for the CIIE, and in the current

situation how to more effectively carry out economic, trade and cultural exchange

between China and Canada. In particular, the group had a three-hour meeting with

director Zhang of the overseas Chinese affairs division of the Overseas Chinese

Affairs Office of the State Council, covering a wide range of content and which

benefited them a lot.



On June 19th, Jeannie and Xu went to Shanghai to meet with officials from China

International Import Expo Bureau, Liu Yunfei, the person in charge of exhibition

invitation and leaders in charge of exhibition invitation for the Americas and Oceania,

as well as Ying Jian and other officials in charge of related exhibition areas from CIIE

department of National Convention Center. The useful exchange and

communication helped the team better understanding of general principles of

exhibition invitation and specific policy of participation, clarify and verify some

exhibitors’ pending items, solve some specific problems occurred in the application

process, such as verifying the approved exhibitors, exhibition area, signing and

returning of contracts and paying booth fees.





On June 20th, Jeannie and her team visited deputy consul general of Consulate

General of Canada (Shanghai) , and also met with business commissioner with the

federal government and staffs of British Columbia International Trade Office in East

China to exchange views on the participation of BC enterprises with CIIE as well as

how best to help matchmaking between the enterprises and the exhibition.





On June 21 and 22, Jeannie and her team also visited leaders of Shanghai Council for

the Promotion of International Trade, Shanghai Municipal Federation of Returned

Overseas Chinese, Shanghai municipal CPPCC (Chinese People's Political Consultative

Conference) to discuss the matchmaking with CIIE, and in particular, reached a

preliminary consensus on how to establish service alliance for supporting CIIE and

how to organize supporting activities.



Through these visits in June and the extensive exchanges with Canadian and Chinese
leaders at all levels, CITPS has further experienced the enthusiasm and opportunities
of non-governmental economic and trade exchanges between Canada and China,
and is even more proud of being a "non-governmental ambassador".
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